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CLM Pro has released a new model called Element 2 KIT version. The components of the KIT model are 
coming from a electric or pure glider - strong/light hybrid/carbon version, with a wingspan of 2m / 78.74”.  
Due to its aerodynamic design and excellent performance, it is very stable and is a joy to fly. The model is 
constructed using full-carbon parts, so strength-to-mass ratio is ideal. It is also very light, giving it amazing 
characteristics when sailing.

It comes in rudder, elevator, flaps (REF) version.

Since it is so light with excellent performance, Element 2 is designed for flying in various categories and 
other competitions where you need to stand out when there is little or low thermals.
It is the same as with recreational flying: it will guarantee a great flight day and great fun.

The Element 2 kit was designed to make the model assembly as simple as possible. All parts are simplified 
and optimized to perfectly fit to one another, which results in a beginner with little experience being able 
to assemble the mentioned kit.

Everything is explained step by step in detail in the building manual, accompanied by pictures.

Additional details for each segment of the model can be found below.

Wings:
The wing is constructed so that the centerpanel is straight, while the mid and tip panels are angled, which 
gives the model good stability and easy handling during flight.
The centerpanel is made as a single segment, the mid panel is another segment, and the two are joined 
with carbon joiners and have pre-prepared pins so that everything fits together perfectly.
The main construction of the wings is built with full balsa ribs, while composite materials are used for other 
components.
For the carbon D-Box a 3K hybrid carbon/aramid material of highest quality is used. The main spar is made 
of balsa, reinforced with carbon and covered with glass. Ultimately, it is wrapped in kevlar, giving it even 
greater strength combined with the hybrid D-Box. The trailing edge is made of carbon, and there are carbon 
cap strips on the upper and lower side of the ribs, which are reinforcing the whole construction. The flaps 
are on the whole surface of the centroplan and it has a built-in kevlar hinge.

Tail:
The tail is made of balsa with carbon cap strips on both sides, giving it the necessary resistance to stress. 
The hinges on the vertical stabilizer are made of kevlar ensuring smooth operation. The vertical stabilizer 
has a pre-prepared slot made of carbon tube so it is easily attached to the pod’s carbon tail boom. There-
fore, no adjustments are necessary.

Pod:
The pod is entirely made of fiber glass and carbon, it is very light and strong, whilst being 2.4 GHz friendly.
The pod is reinforced with carbon on strategic spots which gives it more strength. For example, the edges 
around the canopy are reinforced with carbon. Canopy is designed in a way that there is enough space to 
easily manipulate with all components in the pod, allowing the battery to be inserted and connected easily, 
improving usability on the field. Supplied with a removable carbon canopy. The final color is white - gelcoat, 
resistant to fraying and resistant to UV rays.

Tail boom:
The carbon tailboom is made from several carbon types. Materials are strategicaly oriented, so the boom 
has maximum strength and minimum weight. The carbon tail boom is 700 mm / 27.55” long and weighs 
23g / 0.81 oz. The wide end diameter is 19 mm / 0.74”, and the narrow end diameter is 12.5 mm / 0.49”. 
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Recommended glider setup:
Servo: EMAX ES08MA II, EMAX ES3352, EMAX ES9051, KST X8V5
Battery: 3S 450-600mAh
Receiver: 6 channel receiver to match your transmitter

Recommended electric setup:
Servo: EMAX ES08MA II, EMAX ES3352, EMAX ES9051, KST X8V5
Battery: 3S 450-600mAh
Powertrain: Torcster Brushless Blue A2225/19-1350, Hacker A10-7L with 4.4:1 gearbox
ESC: ZTW MANTIS Slim 15A
Battery: 3S 450-600mAh
Spinner: 30 mm / 1.18”
Prop: 8x5” ; 13x8”
Receiver: 6 channel receiver to match your transmitter

Element 2 specification:
Wingspan: 2000 mm 78.74”
Length: 1180 mm 46.45”
Wing area: 30.32 dm2 469.96 sq. in.
Airfoils: AG 24, 25, 26
Weight: 285 g 10.05 oz
Control surfaces: REF
CoG: 54 to 63 mm / 2.12” - 2.48”

Element 2 weight of parts:
Pod: 57g 2.10 oz
Carbon tailboom: 23 g 0.81 oz
Rudder / vert stab: 11.5 g 0.41 oz
Elevator / hor stab: 13 g 0.46 oz
V- Mount: 6 g 0.21 oz
Center panel: 91 g 3.20 oz
Tip panel: 54 g 1.9 oz
Carbon joiner: 5.6 g 0.2 oz
Servo cover: 3.5 g 0.12 oz
Bolts: 4.6 g 0.16 oz
Bowdens: 10 g 0.35 oz
Rudder horn: 0.8g 0.03 oz

If you have any questions, or don’t understand something, or are stuck on a step when assembling the 
model, contact us and we will happily help even with the smallest detail. 
 
 Contact info: // info@clm-pro.cm // 
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Parts list: 

No. Part description Quantity
           Wings / Tail
1 Styrofoam template; centerpanel, middle wing, tip panels 1
2 Drawings 1
3 Laser cut balsa - card A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I 1
4 Laser cut plywood 5° & 10° angle templates 1
5 Carbon D-box center panel 1
6 Carbon D-box middle wing panel 2
7 Carbon D-box middle tip panel 2
8 Mainspar center panel 1
9 Mainspar middle wing panel 2
10 Hinge flaps L=675 mm 1
11 Hinge rudder L=250 mm 1
12 Carbon trailing edge centerpanel 4x1 mm, L=670 mm 1
13 Carbon trailing edge middle wing 4x1 mm, L=410 mm 2
14 Carbon trailing edge tip panel 4x1 mm, L=290 mm 2
15 Carbon trailing edge elevator/hor 4x1 mm, L=430 mm 1
16 Carbon trailing edge rudder 4x1 mm, L=235 mm 1
17 Carbon tube Ø3 mm, L=670 mm 1
18 Carbon tube Ø3 mm, L=390 mm 1
19 Carbon tube Ø5 mm, L=260 mm 2
20 Carbon rod Ø3 mm, L=30 mm 2
21 Carbon tube Ø5 mm, L=15 mm 2
22 Carbon tube Ø14 mm, L=60 mm 1
23 Carbon Umetak/nosač v-mounta elevator 58 mm 1
24 Servo cover carbon/hybrid, 40x50 mm 1
25 Countersunk Aluminum M4 3
26 Carbon wing joiner 2
27 Carbon servo cover 1
28 Carbon Rudderhorn 2
29 Carbon cap strips 1.5 mm 8
30 Carbon cap strips 2 mm 12
31 Carbon cap strips 4 mm 2
32 Carbon cap strips 8 mm 3
33 Carbon cap strips 20 mm x  190 mm 2
34 Carbon cap strips 20 mm x  150 mm 2
           Fuselage
35 Pod pure glider/electric 1
36 Carbon tailboom L=700 mm 1
37 Carbon V-mount 13.7 mm 1
38 U-nuts + balsa/plywood 2
39 Tow hook - glider only 1
40 Bowdens + rods L=1000 mm 2
           Accessories
41 Material carbon/hybrid/glass fabric 6
42 Screws 8
43 Hex key 1
44 Building manual 1 5
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Prework:Prework:
- position the drawing onto the styrofoam template and cover it with transparent tape/foil to prevent parts 
from sticking to it  during bonding // Detailed explanation in Styrofoam Template 

Step1:
- bond together two pieces of Pos 31 - D
- bond leading edge (Pos 34 - B) to double previously bonded Pos 31

Step 1:Step 1:
- sand/remove material from the previously bonded part so it fits into the styrofoam template
- remove material at an angle from the leading edge so it fits into the template
- finish/sand the parts to follow the template curvature nicely

Step 1:Step 1:
- side view of the wing tip end after sand-
ing
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Step 3:Step 3:
- bond together two Pos 25 - E
- bond previously bonded Pos 25 with leading and trailing edge as on drawing
NOTE: push both leading and trailing edge into the template during bonding

Step 1:Step 1:
- place the previously finished wing tip end onto 
the drawing and fix with pushpins

Step 2:Step 2:
- place the carbon trailing edge - 4x1mm, length 
270mm. Fasten with tape

Step 4:Step 4:
- cut Pos 26-30 - C and bond to positions as stated 
on the drawing

NOTE: push both leading and trailing edge into the 
template during bonding - so that the bottom faces 
are in contact with the template
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Step 4 note:Step 4 note:
- in case that a rib is too long or has to be forced to 
fit, best is to shorten the rib at the trailing edge a bit 
(with a scalpel cutter)

Step 5:Step 5:
- cut and sand the end of the tube at an angle so 
it fits to Pos 31 curvature

Step 5:Step 5:
- Ø5mm carbon tube preparation, length 260mm
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Step 5:Step 5:
- position the prepared carbon tube on its place
NOTE: Rotate the tube while inserting it through the ribs
- make sure ribs are on their position according to drawing before bonding them with the tube
- bond the carbon tube with the ribs on both sides with Cyanoacrylate adhesive

Step 5:Step 5:
- cut the leading edge and the tip of the section so it follows the profile and curvature of the ribs
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Step 5:Step 5:
 - check the flattnes/position of the ribs with a flat object (in this case ruler), and sand it down if needed to 
get a perfect straight line
- sand everything with a fine sanding paper for smooth surface
NOTE: both top and bottom faces of the ribs should be sanded so remove brown residue from laser cutting, 
so the carbon cap strips bond better

Step 5:Step 5:
- bonding of the carbon cap strips explained in detail in section “Bonding Cap Strips”
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Step 6:Step 6:
- bond Pos 32 - D and Pos 33 - D into position
- using a scalpel cutter, shape the two above mentioned positions to follow the curvature of the wing

Step 6:Step 6:
- remove the wing tip from the template for further 
detailing
- remove cap strips excess going over trailing edge 
with sanding paper on a wooden block
- prepare/sand the bottom faces of the wing tip for 
cap strips bonding
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Step 6:Step 6:
- bonding of the carbon cap strips on the bottom of the ribs, explained in detail in section “Bonding Cap 
Strips” 

Step 7:Step 7:
- use a high RPM rotary tool to cut excess of the tube on the outside of the rib
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Step 7:Step 7:
- 5° and 10° angled templates are provided in the kit, you can choose which angle you want the wing tip to 
be at
- the outward rib can be modified at an angle on two ways: 

1. hand dry sanding, making sure you do not remove too much material and check the angle several times 
in-between with the template 

2. cutting on a circular saw

- once the template fit on the rib perfectly, the modification is done

1

2
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Step 8:Step 8:
- bond the Ø3mm and 30mm long carbon rod inside the carbon tube (mainspar)
- place the carbon rod so that 9mm of it is left outside

9 mm / 0.354”
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Middle wing panel

Prework:Prework:
- position the drawing onto the styrofoam template and cover it with transparent tape/foil to prevent parts 
from sticking to it  during bonding // Detailed explanation in Styrofoam Template 

  
Step 1:Step 1:  
- place and fix the mainspar onto the drawing: one of the ways to do that is to stick pins on both sides - place and fix the mainspar onto the drawing: one of the ways to do that is to stick pins on both sides 
where the mainspar should be (as limiters), place the mainspar inbetween and fasten it with peg clips to fix where the mainspar should be (as limiters), place the mainspar inbetween and fasten it with peg clips to fix 
the mainspar to the pins the mainspar to the pins 
- Note: during mainspar placement, take care about the orientation: at the joiner box the balsa should be - Note: during mainspar placement, take care about the orientation: at the joiner box the balsa should be 
closer to the trailing edge, and the carbon closer to leading edgecloser to the trailing edge, and the carbon closer to leading edge

Step 2:Step 2:
- cut out just the first parts of the ribs 12 and 13, and 2x 24 from the E card- cut out just the first parts of the ribs 12 and 13, and 2x 24 from the E card
 - glue together ribs nr. 12+13 and 24+24 - glue together ribs nr. 12+13 and 24+24
 - cut out the rest of the front ribs, from Pos 14-23,  of - cut out the rest of the front ribs, from Pos 14-23,  of
card G and Fcard G and F
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Step 2:Step 2:
- bond ribs to spar  - bond ribs to spar  
Note: when bonding ribs to the spar, it is  necessary to make sure that the spar and ribs are pressed down Note: when bonding ribs to the spar, it is  necessary to make sure that the spar and ribs are pressed down 
all the way - there can’t be any gap!all the way - there can’t be any gap!

Step 3:Step 3:
- glueing of the dbox to the spar and ribs is described in detail in the chapter Leading edge / dbox - glueing of the dbox to the spar and ribs is described in detail in the chapter Leading edge / dbox 
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Step 4:Step 4:
- place the finished dbox on the drawing and the carbon trailing edge of 4x1 mm, and length of 405 mm - place the finished dbox on the drawing and the carbon trailing edge of 4x1 mm, and length of 405 mm 
- to secure the dbox in place, put pins as spacers and secure everything together with masking tape - to secure the dbox in place, put pins as spacers and secure everything together with masking tape 

- Note: dbox needs to be pressed all the way onto the drawing in order to follow the template profile       - Note: dbox needs to be pressed all the way onto the drawing in order to follow the template profile       
before attaching/bonding onto the template before attaching/bonding onto the template 
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Step 5:Step 5:
 - cut out ribs Pos 24 – 2 pieces, and ribs Pos. 12 and 13. from the card E - cut out ribs Pos 24 – 2 pieces, and ribs Pos. 12 and 13. from the card E
 - glue together ribs 24 – 2x and 12 + 13.   - glue together ribs 24 – 2x and 12 + 13.  

Note: lightly sand joints on the upper and lower side of the glued ribs to achieve smooth joints Note: lightly sand joints on the upper and lower side of the glued ribs to achieve smooth joints 

 - bond final ribs Pos 24, and 12 and 13 onto their position on the template.  - bond final ribs Pos 24, and 12 and 13 onto their position on the template. 

Note: when bonding ribs to the dbox and trailing edge, it is necessary to firmly press down all the parts, so Note: when bonding ribs to the dbox and trailing edge, it is necessary to firmly press down all the parts, so 
they follow the wing profilethey follow the wing profile
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Step 6:Step 6:
- cut out the rest of the ribs from 14 to 23 from cards F and G. 

Note: lightly clean up residue from rib cutting with sandpaper to gain a better fit 

Note 1: if a rib is too long and makes it difficult to snap into place, it is easily shortened with a box cutter. 
Just cut off the end of the rib a little.

- the best and fastest option is to firstly position and adjust all ribs on their places and then bond them in a 
serial manner with instant glue, one after another 

Note 2: When bonding the dbox and rib, it needs to be pressed down to follow the profile. The rib is firstly 
glued to the dbox, and then to the trailing edge
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Step 6:Step 6:
-A view of the bonded middle wing panel

  
Step 7:Step 7:
- Bond Pos 37 and 38 from card D in place
- Cut with a box cutter coarsely first, and then sand until smooth
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Step 8:Step 8:
 - Bond caps strips to the upper and lower side
 - Explained in detail in chapter Bonding Cap Strips 

  
Step 8:Step 8:
- Apply glue for wood on both sides of the rib joints on the spar for additional strength and joint reinforce-
ment.
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Step 9:Step 9:
- tape masking tape at the end of the dbox (centerpanel joint) and mark where it is level with the last rib
- Cut the marked Pos off
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Step 9:Step 9:
- You receive a template for a 5° and 10° Pos 

NOTE: The Pos positioned toward the centerpanel is grinded to a 5°angle, and the Pos toward the end of 
the wings, i.e. wing tips to 10°  

NOTE 1: if you wish a lesser angle at the wing tip, make a 5° 

 - you can finish the angled tips in more ways:  

1. Manual sanding, but be careful to not overdo it, so check regularly using the template 
2. Cutting with a precision circular saw
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Step 9:Step 9:
- when the template fits perfectly to the tip and there is no gap, it means the angle is good 

  
Step 9:Step 9:
- sand the edges slightly on the carbon rod of 3 mm in diameter to avoid having sharp edges- sand the edges slightly on the carbon rod of 3 mm in diameter to avoid having sharp edges
- the carbon rod of 3 mm in diameter, 20 mm in length is bonded with the socket on the second last rib of - the carbon rod of 3 mm in diameter, 20 mm in length is bonded with the socket on the second last rib of 
the middle wing panel to portrude out 6 mmthe middle wing panel to portrude out 6 mm
- the rest of the rod is cut from the inside- the rest of the rod is cut from the inside

6 mm
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Step 9:Step 9:
- slightly sand the hind part of the wide cap strip to better bond it with the template- slightly sand the hind part of the wide cap strip to better bond it with the template
 - mark the location for the 3 mm hole on the cap strip and drill it  - mark the location for the 3 mm hole on the cap strip and drill it 
 - check that the cap strip fits onto the rib - check that the cap strip fits onto the rib
 - bond the cap strip with the rib  - bond the cap strip with the rib 

Note: wrap tape around your finger to be able to press the cap strip to the template. Spread glue over the Note: wrap tape around your finger to be able to press the cap strip to the template. Spread glue over the 
surface, place the cap in place and press the cap lightly with the finger in a forwards-backwards motion surface, place the cap in place and press the cap lightly with the finger in a forwards-backwards motion 
over the whole surface. over the whole surface. 

Note1: when bonding, make sure that all edges are pressed downNote1: when bonding, make sure that all edges are pressed down
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Step 9:Step 9:
- the rest of the cap strip portruding out is the easiest to finish by sanding it lightly along the rib’s edge with 
sandpaper
- finish with fine sandpaper

  
Step 9:Step 9:
- ultimately, drill/open the holes facing the boxes where carbon wing joiners need to be placed
- using a fine file, file the edges of the holes
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Step 9:Step 9:
- join the tip panel and middle wing panel and mark where the carbon rods go toward the middle wing 
panel

  
Step 9:Step 9:
- drill a hole at an angleon the middle wing panel to be able to insert/join middle wing panel and wing tips.
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Step 9:Step 9:
- position the templates for the wing angle at the end of the trailing edge and check if the seating of middle 
wing panel and win tip fits
 - the joint is bonded best with epoxy glue
 - fix the segments with clamps, and tape on the leading edge (dbox) and trailing edge.
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Prework:Prework:
- position the drawing onto the styrofoam template and cover it with transparent tape/foil to prevent parts 
from sticking to it  during bonding // Detailed explanation in Styrofoam Template 
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Step 1:Step 1:  
- place and fix the mainspar onto the drawing: one of the ways to do that is to stick pins on both sides - place and fix the mainspar onto the drawing: one of the ways to do that is to stick pins on both sides 
where the mainspar should be (as limiters), place the mainspar inbetween and fasten it with peg clips to fi where the mainspar should be (as limiters), place the mainspar inbetween and fasten it with peg clips to fi 
the mainspar to the pins the mainspar to the pins 
  
- Note: during mainspar placement, take care about the orientation: at the joiner box the balsa should be - Note: during mainspar placement, take care about the orientation: at the joiner box the balsa should be 
closer to the trailing edge, and the carbon closer to leading edge.closer to the trailing edge, and the carbon closer to leading edge.
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Step 2:Step 2:  
- cut and bond together two front pieces of Pos 10 - E- cut and bond together two front pieces of Pos 10 - E
- cut and bond together two front pieces of Pos 11 - E- cut and bond together two front pieces of Pos 11 - E
- cut and place onto drawing front parts of Pos 2-9 - F & G- cut and place onto drawing front parts of Pos 2-9 - F & G
- cut and place onto drawing two front parts of Pos 1 - E- cut and place onto drawing two front parts of Pos 1 - E
- cut and bond together three pieces of Pos 45 - D- cut and sand the bottom face of bonded Pos 45 so that - cut and bond together three pieces of Pos 45 - D- cut and sand the bottom face of bonded Pos 45 so that 
is follows the shape of trailing edge ribsis follows the shape of trailing edge ribs

  
Step 2:Step 2:  
- sand excess adhesive from bonded Pos 10 and 11 and bond them to the mainspar - sand excess adhesive from bonded Pos 10 and 11 and bond them to the mainspar 
- bond Pos 1, then bonded and sanded Pos 45, and then again Pos 1 - bond Pos 1, then bonded and sanded Pos 45, and then again Pos 1 
- bond the rest of the ribs, Pos 2-9 - bond the rest of the ribs, Pos 2-9 
  
Note: before bonding, prepare the bonding surface of the ribs by sanding it slightly Note: before bonding, prepare the bonding surface of the ribs by sanding it slightly 
  
Note2: make sure that both mainspar and ribs are pushed onto the template during bondingNote2: make sure that both mainspar and ribs are pushed onto the template during bonding
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Step 2:Step 2:  
- cut and sand the upper face of bonded Pos 45 so that it follow the shape of the neighbouring ribs and - cut and sand the upper face of bonded Pos 45 so that it follow the shape of the neighbouring ribs and 
wing profilewing profile
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Step 2:Step 2:  
- apply wood adhesive on both sides of the ribs to strengthen the joint between the mainspar and ribs- apply wood adhesive on both sides of the ribs to strengthen the joint between the mainspar and ribs

  
Step 3:Step 3:
- bonding the dbox and the leading edge is explained in detail in section Leading edge / dbox - bonding the dbox and the leading edge is explained in detail in section Leading edge / dbox 
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Step 3:Step 3:  
- place the finished leading edge onto the drawing - place the finished leading edge onto the drawing 
- to prevent it from moving, place the pins at the front and the back of the trailing edge, and fasten it to the - to prevent it from moving, place the pins at the front and the back of the trailing edge, and fasten it to the 
sides to the template with some tape sides to the template with some tape 
  
Note: push the trailing edge all the way onto the template so it follows the shape of the template before Note: push the trailing edge all the way onto the template so it follows the shape of the template before 
applying the pins and tapeapplying the pins and tape

  
Step 3:Step 3:
- since the hinge is flexible, it should be fixed to the template so its perfectly straight- since the hinge is flexible, it should be fixed to the template so its perfectly straight
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Step 3:Step 3:  
- fix the hinge with pins at the far edges - fix the hinge with pins at the far edges 
- use a ruler or a straight object to straighten the hinge and fix the rest of it lenghtwise with pins- use a ruler or a straight object to straighten the hinge and fix the rest of it lenghtwise with pins

1.

2.

3.
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Step 4:Step 4:  
- cut and position rear parts of Pos 10 & 11 - H- cut and position rear parts of Pos 10 & 11 - H
- cut and position rear parts of Pos 1 & 1-1 - E- cut and position rear parts of Pos 1 & 1-1 - E
- bond Pos 10 and 11 and sand excess adhesive and joint- bond Pos 10 and 11 and sand excess adhesive and joint

Note: make sure all parts are pushed into the template before bondingNote: make sure all parts are pushed into the template before bonding

  
Step 4:Step 4:  
- bond into position Pos 1 and 1-1- bond into position Pos 1 and 1-1

Note: make sure Pos 1-1 is 1.5mm lower than the dbox during Note: make sure Pos 1-1 is 1.5mm lower than the dbox during 
bonding. Push it down into template during bondingbonding. Push it down into template during bonding

1.5mm
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Step 4:Step 4:  
- cut and position rear parts of Pos 2-9 - F & G- cut and position rear parts of Pos 2-9 - F & G
- set the rear part of the ribs (for flaps) at a side for later- set the rear part of the ribs (for flaps) at a side for later

Note: ribs for the flaps are all the sameNote: ribs for the flaps are all the same

  
Step 4:Step 4:  
- bond Pos 2-9 into position- bond Pos 2-9 into position

Note: make sure Pos 2-1 is 1.5mm lower than the Note: make sure Pos 2-1 is 1.5mm lower than the 
dbox during bonding. Push it down into template dbox during bonding. Push it down into template 
during bondingduring bonding

Note2: make sure all the ribs are positioned verti-Note2: make sure all the ribs are positioned verti-
cally, you can use an L-shaped bracket for thiscally, you can use an L-shaped bracket for this

2-1
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Step 4:Step 4:  
- cut and bond Pos 44 - I in position- cut and bond Pos 44 - I in position

  
Step 5:Step 5:  
- position and fix two carbon trailing edges - 4x1mm, length 320mm. - position and fix two carbon trailing edges - 4x1mm, length 320mm. 
- position on drawing previously cut flaps ribs- position on drawing previously cut flaps ribs
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Step 5:Step 5:  
- bond Pos 10 & 11 in position and sand the joint- bond Pos 10 & 11 in position and sand the joint
- bond the rest of the flaps ribs into position- bond the rest of the flaps ribs into position

  
Step 5:Step 5:  
- take the 40×50mm carbon component with balsa- take the 40×50mm carbon component with balsa
- sand and shape to fit and bond into position- sand and shape to fit and bond into position
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Step 5:Step 5:  
- the flaps is higher than the rib, and needs to be modified- the flaps is higher than the rib, and needs to be modified
- roughly lower is with a cutter knife or model wood planer- roughly lower is with a cutter knife or model wood planer
- dry sand to get the final shape with sanding paper- dry sand to get the final shape with sanding paper
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Step 5:Step 5:  
- a view of modified flaps- a view of modified flaps

  
Step 6:Step 6:  
- bond the carbon cap strips on top face of the ribs- bond the carbon cap strips on top face of the ribs
- process explained in detail in section “Bonding Cap strips” - process explained in detail in section “Bonding Cap strips” 

NOTE: in case of damaging a rib during sanding, you have two spare ribs as replacementNOTE: in case of damaging a rib during sanding, you have two spare ribs as replacement
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Step 7:Step 7:  
- take the carbon tube Pos 52 - Ø3mm, length 670mm and make a chamfer on one end to insert through - take the carbon tube Pos 52 - Ø3mm, length 670mm and make a chamfer on one end to insert through 
the ribs easilythe ribs easily
- rotate and push the tube during insertion for easier installation- rotate and push the tube during insertion for easier installation
- apply adhesive on both sides of the ribs- apply adhesive on both sides of the ribs
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Step 7:Step 7:  
- cut and sand the cap strips excess - easiest is to sand them down as shown- cut and sand the cap strips excess - easiest is to sand them down as shown
- first on each rib separately, and then finish by sanding multiple ribs at once- first on each rib separately, and then finish by sanding multiple ribs at once

  
Step 7:Step 7:  
- bond the carbon cap strips on the bottom face of the ribs- bond the carbon cap strips on the bottom face of the ribs
- process explained in detail in section “Bonding Cap strips”- process explained in detail in section “Bonding Cap strips”
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Step 7:Step 7:  
- apply wood adhesive on both sides of the ribs to reinforce the joints- apply wood adhesive on both sides of the ribs to reinforce the joints

  
Step 8:Step 8:  
- apply masking tape on the end of the dbox and mark a line continuous with the last rib- apply masking tape on the end of the dbox and mark a line continuous with the last rib
- cut the excess dbox- cut the excess dbox
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Step 8:Step 8:  
- sand the flaps up to the outer face of the last rib- sand the flaps up to the outer face of the last rib
- finely sand the rear part of the flaps as well, to remove any sharp edges- finely sand the rear part of the flaps as well, to remove any sharp edges

  
Step 8:Step 8:  
- kit includes a 5° check template- kit includes a 5° check template
- one of the ways to achieve the correct wing angle is to sand the ending by hand- one of the ways to achieve the correct wing angle is to sand the ending by hand
- check the angle regularly, as not to sand too much of material- check the angle regularly, as not to sand too much of material
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Step 8:Step 8:  
- another way to achieve the angle is by cutting the ending on a fine circular saw- another way to achieve the angle is by cutting the ending on a fine circular saw
- when the template fits perfectly and there is no gap, the angle is correct- when the template fits perfectly and there is no gap, the angle is correct
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Step 8:Step 8:  
- prepare 3x Pos 47 - I- prepare 3x Pos 47 - I
- bond the three parts together- bond the three parts together

NOTE: Pos 47-1 has to be bonded in the middle (inbetween two Pos 47)NOTE: Pos 47-1 has to be bonded in the middle (inbetween two Pos 47)

- bond the three bonded pieces onto the wing/flaps- bond the three bonded pieces onto the wing/flaps
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Step 8:Step 8:  
- prepare 3x Pos 50 - I- prepare 3x Pos 50 - I
- bond the three parts together- bond the three parts together

NOTE: Pos 50-1 has to be bonded in the middle (inbetween two Pos 47)NOTE: Pos 50-1 has to be bonded in the middle (inbetween two Pos 47)

- bond the three bonded pieces onto the wing/flaps- bond the three bonded pieces onto the wing/flaps
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Step 8:Step 8:  
- prepare 3x Pos 46 - D and 1x Pos 46-1 - I- prepare 3x Pos 46 - D and 1x Pos 46-1 - I
- first bond together 1x Pos 46 and 1x Pos 46-1- first bond together 1x Pos 46 and 1x Pos 46-1
- bond 2x Pos 46 to previously bonded Pos 46- bond 2x Pos 46 to previously bonded Pos 46
- sand and modify so it fits as intended- sand and modify so it fits as intended
- place aluminum insert into Pos 46, the aluminum insert has to be 1mm lower than the Pos 46 top face (do - place aluminum insert into Pos 46, the aluminum insert has to be 1mm lower than the Pos 46 top face (do 
not bond the alu insert)not bond the alu insert)

NOTE: during positioning the Pos 46 in place, make sure the part is above the rib surface by 1mm (same NOTE: during positioning the Pos 46 in place, make sure the part is above the rib surface by 1mm (same 
depth as the alu insert is lower than top face of Pos 46) - this will be sanded to same face laterdepth as the alu insert is lower than top face of Pos 46) - this will be sanded to same face later
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Step 8:Step 8:  
- roughly cut the excess material on top of the wing, and finish the modification with sanding paper to - roughly cut the excess material on top of the wing, and finish the modification with sanding paper to 
follow the wing profilefollow the wing profile
- position the aluminum insert and check with a straight object that everything is in the same plane- position the aluminum insert and check with a straight object that everything is in the same plane
- once everything is in place and flat, bond the aluminum insert in position- once everything is in place and flat, bond the aluminum insert in position

  
Step 8:Step 8:  
- roughly cut the excess material on bottom face and finish the modification with sanding paper to follow - roughly cut the excess material on bottom face and finish the modification with sanding paper to follow 
the wing profilethe wing profile
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Step 8:Step 8:  
- lightly sand the bonding face of the cap strip so it holds better during bonding- lightly sand the bonding face of the cap strip so it holds better during bonding
- bond the prepared cap strips with cyanoacrylate adhesive- bond the prepared cap strips with cyanoacrylate adhesive
- cut excess material and sand to have no excess material- cut excess material and sand to have no excess material

  
Step 8:Step 8:  
- we recommend cleaning the hinge part for it to be flexible- we recommend cleaning the hinge part for it to be flexible
- best is to use a saw that is not very sharp- best is to use a saw that is not very sharp
- open the hinge and go through the crevis couple of times lightly with the saw cleaning the connection- open the hinge and go through the crevis couple of times lightly with the saw cleaning the connection
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Step 8:Step 8:  
- apply masking tape and mark the drilling position for the front bolt- apply masking tape and mark the drilling position for the front bolt
- drill a Ø4mm hole- drill a Ø4mm hole
- make a larger diameter slot to fit the aluminum insert with a dremel/rotary tool- make a larger diameter slot to fit the aluminum insert with a dremel/rotary tool
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Step 8:Step 8:  
- if the aluminum insert is not flat with the top face, either make the slot a bit deeper, of push the insert - if the aluminum insert is not flat with the top face, either make the slot a bit deeper, of push the insert 
with a solid objectwith a solid object
- bond the alu insert into the wing- bond the alu insert into the wing
- clean the hole with a Ø4 drill- clean the hole with a Ø4 drill
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Step 9:Step 9:
- preparations for bonding of centering pins  for centerpanel and middle panel- preparations for bonding of centering pins  for centerpanel and middle panel
- prepare a Ø5mm, 15mm long carbon tube- prepare a Ø5mm, 15mm long carbon tube
- insert the carbon tube into the hole of the outermost ribs in centerpanel- insert the carbon tube into the hole of the outermost ribs in centerpanel
- assemble the centerpanel and middle panel with carbon joiner- assemble the centerpanel and middle panel with carbon joiner
- once the centering pins are in position, bond the carbon tube with the outermost rib of centerpanel- once the centering pins are in position, bond the carbon tube with the outermost rib of centerpanel

NOTE: take care not to bond the middle panel to the centerpanel during bonding of the centering pinsNOTE: take care not to bond the middle panel to the centerpanel during bonding of the centering pins
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Step 9:Step 9:  
- mark and cut excess balsa material on the movable flaps - cut only on the movable part- mark and cut excess balsa material on the movable flaps - cut only on the movable part
- finely sand the side of the movable flaps part- finely sand the side of the movable flaps part
- cut excess of previously bonded carbon tube (centering tube)- cut excess of previously bonded carbon tube (centering tube)
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Step 10:Step 10:  
- sand the previously cut carbon tube- sand the previously cut carbon tube
- bond Pos 49 - E reinforcement- bond Pos 49 - E reinforcement

  
Step 11:Step 11:
- lightly sand rougher side of the cap strip for better bond- lightly sand rougher side of the cap strip for better bond
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Step 11:Step 11: 
- bond the cap strip onto the ribs - first on the movable flaps and then the rib

NOTE: use some transparent tape to put around your finger for easier handling. Apply adhesive on the sur-
face, place the cap in position and apply pressure on the whole cap surface for an optimal joint

NOTE2: make sure you have pushed the complete surface (and all the edges) of the cap during bonding
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Prework:Prework:
- position the drawing onto the styrofoam template and cover it with transparent tape/foil to prevent parts 
from sticking to it  during bonding // Detailed explanation in Styrofoam Template 

Step 1:Step 1:
- cut the ribs Pos H4 to Pos H11 - card A and position them in order on the drawing - cut the ribs Pos H4 to Pos H11 - card A and position them in order on the drawing 
- on the carbon tube with a diameter of 3 mm, length 380 mm, put the ribs in order as they are positioned - on the carbon tube with a diameter of 3 mm, length 380 mm, put the ribs in order as they are positioned 
in the drawing in the drawing 
  
Notes: leave the end ribs of Pos H11 for later, we don’t touch them now Notes: leave the end ribs of Pos H11 for later, we don’t touch them now 

- lightly sand the back of the ribs to straighten them- lightly sand the back of the ribs to straighten them
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Step 2:Step 2:  
- view of glued ribs on the trailing edge- view of glued ribs on the trailing edge

- prepare two pieces of Pos H17 - B for the leading edge of the horizontal stab- prepare two pieces of Pos H17 - B for the leading edge of the horizontal stab

  
Step 2:Step 2:
- position the carbon trailing edge and fix it to the drawing - position the carbon trailing edge and fix it to the drawing 
- the ribs are positioned along the carbon tube according to the drawing - the ribs are positioned along the carbon tube according to the drawing 
- position end ribs Pos H11- position end ribs Pos H11
- glue all the ribs to the trailing edge- glue all the ribs to the trailing edge
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Step 2:Step 2:  
- grind the pos H17 at an angle to get the perfect joint in the middle when in position- grind the pos H17 at an angle to get the perfect joint in the middle when in position
- glue together Pos H17- glue together Pos H17

  
Step 2:Step 2:  
- fasten Pos H17 to the draft so that it does not move when gluing- fasten Pos H17 to the draft so that it does not move when gluing
- glue the ribs to the leading edge of the tail- glue the ribs to the leading edge of the tail

Note: Make sure that all the ribs are pushed onto and in contact with the template. You can push them all Note: Make sure that all the ribs are pushed onto and in contact with the template. You can push them all 
at once with a flat object.at once with a flat object.
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Step 3:Step 3:  
- put the carbon part of Pos H15 in place and glue it- put the carbon part of Pos H15 in place and glue it

  
Step 4:Step 4:  
- prepare Pos H14 - A and cut it in half- prepare Pos H14 - A and cut it in half
- Glue Pos H14 to the end of the carbon part of Pos H15 to fill the hole- Glue Pos H14 to the end of the carbon part of Pos H15 to fill the hole
- cut excess material - cut excess material 
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Step 5:Step 5:
- roughly remove material with a cutter knife or model wood planer- roughly remove material with a cutter knife or model wood planer
- dry sand to get the final shape with sanding paper- dry sand to get the final shape with sanding paper
- clean all the dust- clean all the dust
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Step 6:Step 6:  
- bond the carbon cap strips on top and bottom faces
- process explained in detail in section “Bonding Cap strips”

- first bond the cap strips on Pos H5, then 4mm cap strips transversely on the carbon part H15, and all the 
others
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Step 7:Step 7:  
- position the V-mount / V-stab in the middle of the carbon part- position the V-mount / V-stab in the middle of the carbon part
- make sure it is turned correctly, the threaded hole goes towards the trailing edge and is in the middle- make sure it is turned correctly, the threaded hole goes towards the trailing edge and is in the middle
- draw a V-Mount continuation line on the front face of the carbon part to get bigger movement- draw a V-Mount continuation line on the front face of the carbon part to get bigger movement
- cut a groove with a hogh rpm rotary tool (dremel) so the V-Mount can move without interference- cut a groove with a hogh rpm rotary tool (dremel) so the V-Mount can move without interference
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Step 7:Step 7:  
- checking the max movement of vmount- checking the max movement of vmount
- if necessary, widen the holes from the last step to get more movement- if necessary, widen the holes from the last step to get more movement
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Step 8:Step 8:  
- prepare Pos H1, H2 and H3 - I- prepare Pos H1, H2 and H3 - I
- insert the vmount in place and place the Pos H2 to fit the vmount hole- insert the vmount in place and place the Pos H2 to fit the vmount hole
- glue Pos H2 in place- glue Pos H2 in place
- position Pos H3 over Pos H2, position aluminum insert inside Pos H3- position Pos H3 over Pos H2, position aluminum insert inside Pos H3
- screw everything together to check if everything fits- screw everything together to check if everything fits
- glue Pos H3 in position- glue Pos H3 in position

- turn the tail and adjust the bottom of the Pos H1 to the hole- turn the tail and adjust the bottom of the Pos H1 to the hole
- glue Pos H1 in position- glue Pos H1 in position
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Step 9:Step 9:  
- glue Pos H12 in the corners as reinforcement- glue Pos H12 in the corners as reinforcement
- grind the ends of the carbon tube so that it is flat with the end rib- grind the ends of the carbon tube so that it is flat with the end rib
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Step 10:Step 10:  
- Pos H13 - B adjust and glue to the ends- Pos H13 - B adjust and glue to the ends

  
Step 11:Step 11:  
- dry sand to get the final shape - dry sand to get the final shape 
   with sanding paper   with sanding paper

- bond the alu insert into the  - bond the alu insert into the  
  horizontal stab   horizontal stab 
  
- clean the hole with a Ø4 drill- clean the hole with a Ø4 drill
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Prework:Prework:
- position the drawing onto the styrofoam template and cover it with transparent tape/foil to prevent parts 
from sticking to it  during bonding // Detailed explanation in Styrofoam Template 

  
Step 1:Step 1:
- cut front part of the rib Pos R6 - A- cut front part of the rib Pos R6 - A
- position the hinge on the drawing- position the hinge on the drawing
- draw the width of the rib Pos R6 on the hinge at the position where mentioned rib goes- draw the width of the rib Pos R6 on the hinge at the position where mentioned rib goes
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Step 1:Step 1:  
- cut front part of the rib Pos R11 - A- cut front part of the rib Pos R11 - A
- draw the width of the rib Pos R11 on the hinge at the position where mentioned rib goes - draw the width of the rib Pos R11 on the hinge at the position where mentioned rib goes 

  
Step 1:Step 1:  
- connect / draw the lines on the flaps to get a cone along which the hinge is grinded- connect / draw the lines on the flaps to get a cone along which the hinge is grinded
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Step 1:Step 1:  
- hinge can be roughly shaped with cutter knife or fine model wood planer- hinge can be roughly shaped with cutter knife or fine model wood planer
- sand finely with sandpaper- sand finely with sandpaper
- check with the ribs if the dimensions on the upper and lower part of the hinge are good- check with the ribs if the dimensions on the upper and lower part of the hinge are good
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Step 1:Step 1:  
- fix the hinge with pins at the far edges - fix the hinge with pins at the far edges 
- use a ruler or a straight object to straighten the hinge and fix the rest of it lenghtwise with pins- use a ruler or a straight object to straighten the hinge and fix the rest of it lenghtwise with pins
- this way perfectly straight hinge is achieved- this way perfectly straight hinge is achieved

  
Step 2:Step 2:
- glue together two pieces of Pos R1 - D, glue only the front of the rib- glue together two pieces of Pos R1 - D, glue only the front of the rib
- position on the drawing Pos R16 - B, and draw the end at an angle- position on the drawing Pos R16 - B, and draw the end at an angle
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Step 2:Step 2:  
- cut the leading edge of Pos R16 at an angle to fit on Pos R1 - cut the leading edge of Pos R16 at an angle to fit on Pos R1 
- glue together Pos R16 and R1 - glue together Pos R16 and R1 
  
Note: do not attach to the drawing or glue to the hingeNote: do not attach to the drawing or glue to the hinge

  
Step 3:Step 3:  
- prepare the rib Pos R4 - I and Pos R10 - A- prepare the rib Pos R4 - I and Pos R10 - A
- glue together 1x rib Pos R4 + 1x rib Pos R10, repeat this twice- glue together 1x rib Pos R4 + 1x rib Pos R10, repeat this twice
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Step 3:Step 3:  
- use the tube Pos 17 with a sanding paper to sand the bonded Pos 4 and Pos 10 until you get the tube - use the tube Pos 17 with a sanding paper to sand the bonded Pos 4 and Pos 10 until you get the tube 
radius on the bonded parts. This will later be used for tailboom fixationradius on the bonded parts. This will later be used for tailboom fixation
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Step 3:Step 3:  
- measure the width of the parts that were sanded  - measure the width of the parts that were sanded  
with the carbon tube and transfer the measured with the carbon tube and transfer the measured 
dimension to the draft dimension to the draft 

- glue one rib Pos R4 + R10 in position - glue one rib Pos R4 + R10 in position 

- position the leading edge Pos R16 in place and - position the leading edge Pos R16 in place and 
plot in the plane of the rear rib  Pos R10 plot in the plane of the rear rib  Pos R10 

- cut and sand the radius on the leading edge to  - cut and sand the radius on the leading edge to  
 follow the profile of the carbon tube so that later   follow the profile of the carbon tube so that later  
you can position the carbon tubeyou can position the carbon tube
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Step 3:Step 3:  
- glue Pos R16 + R1 in place according to the drawing- glue Pos R16 + R1 in place according to the drawing
- bond Pos R10 and Pod R4 in position according to previously made line- bond Pos R10 and Pod R4 in position according to previously made line
- 2x part Pos R2 - D glue together- 2x part Pos R2 - D glue together
- glue together the double rib Pos R2 and Pos R12 - A- glue together the double rib Pos R2 and Pos R12 - A
- position the leading edge Pos R2 + Pos R12 in place and draw in the plane of the rear rib Pos R10- position the leading edge Pos R2 + Pos R12 in place and draw in the plane of the rear rib Pos R10
- cut and sand the radius on the leading edge to follow the profile of the carbon tube so that later you can - cut and sand the radius on the leading edge to follow the profile of the carbon tube so that later you can 
position the carbon tubeposition the carbon tube
- glue the sanded position in place- glue the sanded position in place

R2
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Step 4:Step 4:  
- carbon trailing edge 4x1mm, length 230mm position and fasten to the drawing - carbon trailing edge 4x1mm, length 230mm position and fasten to the drawing 
- glue the end ribs Pos R1 - D and Pos R12 - A - glue the end ribs Pos R1 - D and Pos R12 - A 

Note: when gluing R12, make sure that the rib is at the height of the middle of the hingeNote: when gluing R12, make sure that the rib is at the height of the middle of the hinge

  
Step 5:Step 5:  
- prepare the ribs Pos R6 to Pos R11 - A and glue them in place- prepare the ribs Pos R6 to Pos R11 - A and glue them in place
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Step 5:Step 5:  
- roughly remove material with a cutter knife or model wood planer to follow the profile of the tail- roughly remove material with a cutter knife or model wood planer to follow the profile of the tail
- dry sand to get the final shape with sanding paper- dry sand to get the final shape with sanding paper
- fine grinding to prepare for placing cap strips- fine grinding to prepare for placing cap strips
- in the end remove all the dust- in the end remove all the dust
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Step 6:Step 6:  
- Bond caps strips on one side of the vertical stab
- Explained in detail in chapter “Bonding Cap Strips”

  
Step 6:Step 6:  

- remove cap strips excess going over trailing edge 
with sanding paper on a wooden block
- prepare/sand the bottom faces of the wing tip for 
cap strips bonding
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Step 6:Step 6:  
- Bond cap strips on the other side of the vertical stab
- Explained in detail in chapter “Bonding Cap Strips”

  
Step 7:Step 7:  
- bond reinforcements Pos R13 and Pos R14 - A into position - bond reinforcements Pos R13 and Pos R14 - A into position 
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Step 7:Step 7:  
- glue together two pieces of Pos R3 - D and glue them to the tail- glue together two pieces of Pos R3 - D and glue them to the tail
- first process roughly with a scalpel, then with fine sandpaper- first process roughly with a scalpel, then with fine sandpaper
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Step 8:Step 8:
  
- glue together the part of Pos R5 3x - D and glue them to the tail- glue together the part of Pos R5 3x - D and glue them to the tail
- first process roughly with a scalpel, then with fine sandpaper- first process roughly with a scalpel, then with fine sandpaper

R5

R5
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Step 9:Step 9:  
- draw the ends of the hinge and cut off the rest- draw the ends of the hinge and cut off the rest
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Step 9:Step 9:  
- fine sanding of the lower part of the tail to obtain a profile- fine sanding of the lower part of the tail to obtain a profile
- we recommend cleaning the hinge part for it to be flexible- we recommend cleaning the hinge part for it to be flexible
- best is to use a saw that is not very sharp- best is to use a saw that is not very sharp
- open the hinge and go through the crevis couple of times lightly with the saw cleaning the connection- open the hinge and go through the crevis couple of times lightly with the saw cleaning the connection
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Step 10:Step 10:  
- glue the Pos R17 carbon tube to the tail- glue the Pos R17 carbon tube to the tail
- cut the carbon tube in the plane of the tail and sand the rest- cut the carbon tube in the plane of the tail and sand the rest
- check the maximum tail movement- check the maximum tail movement
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Step 1:Step 1:  
- preparation of threaded pieces that are glued inside the pod for attaching the wings- preparation of threaded pieces that are glued inside the pod for attaching the wings
- press the U-nut with M4 thread all the way into the part with the balsa - press the U-nut with M4 thread all the way into the part with the balsa 

Note: it is good to use a washer with a hole in which the upper part of the U-nut can lean when we put it in Note: it is good to use a washer with a hole in which the upper part of the U-nut can lean when we put it in 
a piece of balsa. The part that protrudes out from the top where the plywood should be for the thick pylon a piece of balsa. The part that protrudes out from the top where the plywood should be for the thick pylon 
on the podon the pod
- glue the U-nuts to the balsa/plywood piece- glue the U-nuts to the balsa/plywood piece
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Step 2:Step 2:  
- draw a right angle of 90° on a flat surface- draw a right angle of 90° on a flat surface
- put the fuselage on the base and aligned along the vertical line- put the fuselage on the base and aligned along the vertical line
- position the wing on the fuselage along a horizontal line- position the wing on the fuselage along a horizontal line
- when everything is aligned, check the flaps movement, the gap to surface should be equal on whole - when everything is aligned, check the flaps movement, the gap to surface should be equal on whole 
lengthlength
- drill a 4 mm diameter hole over the wing for the front screw- drill a 4 mm diameter hole over the wing for the front screw

90°
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Step 3:Step 3:  
- check the upper and lower sides of the fit of the threaded piece that is glued to the pod- check the upper and lower sides of the fit of the threaded piece that is glued to the pod
- glue the piece with epoxy glue on the inside of the pod- glue the piece with epoxy glue on the inside of the pod
- fasten it with a bolt to sit in position - fasten it with a bolt to sit in position 

Note: it is good to use a plastic spacer between the bolt and the pod, to see the hole and if the insert is in Note: it is good to use a plastic spacer between the bolt and the pod, to see the hole and if the insert is in 
correct positioncorrect position
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Step 4:Step 4:  
- screw the wing to the pod with the first bolt- screw the wing to the pod with the first bolt
- align the wing so that it is at right angles to the pod and drill a rear hole in the pod- align the wing so that it is at right angles to the pod and drill a rear hole in the pod
- glue the threaded part to the back of the pod - glue the threaded part to the back of the pod 

Note: when gluing, make an improvised handle which will hold the piece in place when bolted into podNote: when gluing, make an improvised handle which will hold the piece in place when bolted into pod
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Styrofoam template

Centerpanel Centerpanel

  
Prework:Prework:  
- position rib Pos 11 - H onto the centerpanel styro-- position rib Pos 11 - H onto the centerpanel styro-
foam template, position so that is fits onto the tem-foam template, position so that is fits onto the tem-
plate and follows the curvature. Mark the last contact plate and follows the curvature. Mark the last contact 
points on leading and trailing edgepoints on leading and trailing edge
- cover the paper drawing with transparent tape to - cover the paper drawing with transparent tape to 
protect the drawing for later processprotect the drawing for later process
- position the paper drawing onto the template where - position the paper drawing onto the template where 
marked earlier and fasten to the templatemarked earlier and fasten to the template
- the drawing is best fixed in place with pins with big-- the drawing is best fixed in place with pins with big-
ger head, just push them all the way and the drawing ger head, just push them all the way and the drawing 
will stay in placewill stay in place

-  -  
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Middle wing panel Tip wing panel

  

- cover the paper drawing with transparent tape to protect the drawing for later process - cover the paper drawing with transparent tape to protect the drawing for later process 

- position the tip panel rib onto the template and check if it follows the curvature- position the tip panel rib onto the template and check if it follows the curvature
- once the correct position is achieved, fix the paper drawing the same way as on the centerpanel- once the correct position is achieved, fix the paper drawing the same way as on the centerpanel

- for rudder and elevator the drawing is first covered with tape to protect it- for rudder and elevator the drawing is first covered with tape to protect it
- fix the those two drawing onto a flat surface so it stays in place- fix the those two drawing onto a flat surface so it stays in place
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Step1:Step1:  
- before gluing in the dbox, remove the excess glue from the ribs and main spar joints, taking care not to - before gluing in the dbox, remove the excess glue from the ribs and main spar joints, taking care not to 
destroy the kevlar on the main spardestroy the kevlar on the main spar
- joint the front of the wing and check the fit and plane- joint the front of the wing and check the fit and plane
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Step2:Step2:  
- mix epoxy resin with filler to get the viscosity of the adhesive- mix epoxy resin with filler to get the viscosity of the adhesive
- apply the glue with a brush on the ribs and main spar, ie the entire contact surface with the dbox- apply the glue with a brush on the ribs and main spar, ie the entire contact surface with the dbox

  
Step2:Step2:  
- lightly sand the inside of the carbon dbox to get a better joint when gluing- lightly sand the inside of the carbon dbox to get a better joint when gluing
- put the ribs in the dbox and check if everything fits well together- put the ribs in the dbox and check if everything fits well together
- cut the foil / nylon which is later wrapped around the dbox when we put it in the styro mold so that the - cut the foil / nylon which is later wrapped around the dbox when we put it in the styro mold so that the 
glue doesn’t break through the dbox and stick to the styroglue doesn’t break through the dbox and stick to the styro
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Step2:Step2:  
- wipe the rest of the glue along the edges- wipe the rest of the glue along the edges
- with a flat object press along the entire leading edge into the mold so that everything is well in place- with a flat object press along the entire leading edge into the mold so that everything is well in place

  
Step2:Step2:  
- after applying glue, position the ribs and mainspar into the dbox- after applying glue, position the ribs and mainspar into the dbox
- Wrap the d-box with foil and place in a styrofoam mold- Wrap the d-box with foil and place in a styrofoam mold
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Step2:Step2:  
-  once everything is cured together and is one solid piece, cut excess dbox up to the mainspar-  once everything is cured together and is one solid piece, cut excess dbox up to the mainspar

  
Step2:Step2:  
-  tape the two sides of the dbox template together to bring them closer and make sure that all contact -  tape the two sides of the dbox template together to bring them closer and make sure that all contact 
faces are in contact faces are in contact 
- only slight pressure is needed to bring the two sides together- only slight pressure is needed to bring the two sides together
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Bonding cap strips

  
Prework:Prework:  
- at the very beginning we stick masking tape on the leading edge 3 mm from the edge- at the very beginning we stick masking tape on the leading edge 3 mm from the edge
- put masking tape to protect the dbox and to serve as a stop when gluing cap strips- put masking tape to protect the dbox and to serve as a stop when gluing cap strips
- slightly sand all ribs / joints and contact surfaces where cap strips are glued- slightly sand all ribs / joints and contact surfaces where cap strips are glued
- remove all dust from the surface- remove all dust from the surface
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Step1:Step1:  
- necessarry tools for cap strips bonding: scissors, cutter knife, cyanoacrylate adhesive, wide and narrow - necessarry tools for cap strips bonding: scissors, cutter knife, cyanoacrylate adhesive, wide and narrow 
tape, fine sanding papertape, fine sanding paper
- cover with tape the finger which will be used to apply pressure on strips during bonding- cover with tape the finger which will be used to apply pressure on strips during bonding
- lightly sand rougher side of the cap strip for better bond- lightly sand rougher side of the cap strip for better bond
- apply some tape on front edge of the cap strips so it can be fixed during bonding- apply some tape on front edge of the cap strips so it can be fixed during bonding
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Step2:Step2:  
- apply cyanoacrylate adeshive onto the rib- apply cyanoacrylate adeshive onto the rib
- first position the front part of the strip (the one with the tape) with a 3mm overlap to the leading edge. - first position the front part of the strip (the one with the tape) with a 3mm overlap to the leading edge. 
The overlap is important to reinforce the joint between the ribs and trailing edgeThe overlap is important to reinforce the joint between the ribs and trailing edge
- position the strip along the rib all the way to the trailing edge- position the strip along the rib all the way to the trailing edge
- apply pressure with the tape covered finger on the whole length of the cap strip to ensure bond on whole - apply pressure with the tape covered finger on the whole length of the cap strip to ensure bond on whole 
lengthlength
- apply tape over the trailing edge to fix the strip- apply tape over the trailing edge to fix the strip
- cut excess of the strip with scissors/cutter knife- cut excess of the strip with scissors/cutter knife

NOTE: Do not cut all the way to the trailing edge, this will be sanded laterNOTE: Do not cut all the way to the trailing edge, this will be sanded later
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Step3:Step3:  
- apply cyanoacrylate adeshive onto the rib- apply cyanoacrylate adeshive onto the rib
- first position the front part of the strip (the one with the tape) up to the pre-applied masking tape- first position the front part of the strip (the one with the tape) up to the pre-applied masking tape
- position the strip along the rib all the way to the flap- position the strip along the rib all the way to the flap
- apply pressure with the tape covered finger on the whole length of the cap strip to ensure bond on whole - apply pressure with the tape covered finger on the whole length of the cap strip to ensure bond on whole 
length (up to the flaps)length (up to the flaps)
- cut the strip with cutter knife- cut the strip with cutter knife
- apply tape on front part of the strip and repeat process on the movable flaps part- apply tape on front part of the strip and repeat process on the movable flaps part
- apply tape over the trailing edge to fix the strip- apply tape over the trailing edge to fix the strip
- cut excess of the strip with scissors/cutter knife- cut excess of the strip with scissors/cutter knife

NOTE: Do not cut all the way to the trailing edge, this will be sanded laterNOTE: Do not cut all the way to the trailing edge, this will be sanded later
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Step4:Step4:
- leave everything to dry and cure- leave everything to dry and cure
- the front tape can be removed easily together with the masking tape- the front tape can be removed easily together with the masking tape
- the trailing edge/flaps tapes have to be removed individually- the trailing edge/flaps tapes have to be removed individually
- cut and sand the cap strips excess - easiest is to sand them down as shown - cut and sand the cap strips excess - easiest is to sand them down as shown 
- first on each rib separately, and then finish by sanding multiple ribs at once - first on each rib separately, and then finish by sanding multiple ribs at once 
- at the end, sand all the cap strips top face so everything is smooth and ready for covering- at the end, sand all the cap strips top face so everything is smooth and ready for covering


